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Mrs. Jones is very angry and upset
because her son has just told her that he
plans to file a petition to become her
guardian. She complains that she does not
need a guardian and wants you to represent
her. She tells you that her daughter will
support her in her position.

You have been appointed by the court as
attorney for Mr. Wilson, an 80-year old
man. His wife has petitioned to be appointed
as his guardian. His children from his first
marriage are contesting the petition. Mr.
Wilson is currently hospitalized as a result
of a recent fall.

Mediation of Disputes Arising

in Adult Guardianship Cases

By Susan D. Hartman

Mrs. Roberts calls you because she is concerned about her father. She says he
has not been taking his prescribed medications and has not been to a doctor for
a physical since his wife died last year. The neighbors have called her a couple of
times because they think he
is not safe at home. She
asks you what she can do to
make her father take care
of himself.

Last year, Mrs. Smith�s
son was appointed as her
conservator to handle all
her financial matters. No
guardian of her person
was appointed. Mrs. Smith
comes to you because her
son refuses to give her any
spending money and she is
unable to buy lottery tick-
ets, go bowling, go out to
lunch with her friends, or
buy cigarettes.

You represent a hospi-
tal. A social worker asks
you what he should do
about a stroke patient, Mr.
Miller, who is ready for
discharge but who is refus-
ing to consider placement in a facility that can provide needed continuing
rehabilitation and care. Mr. Miller insists on returning home. He has no spouse
or other family living with him and the social worker wants to file for a
guardianship.

You represent Ms. Garcia who is legal guardian of her mother. Ms. Garcia�s
mother is terminally ill and unable to communicate. Ms. Garcia wants to avoid
unnecessarily prolonging her mother�s life through artificial means. However,
one of her siblings is threatening to file a petition to have Ms. Garcia removed as
guardian because he believes that there is still hope for the mother� s recovery.

Continued on page 2
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* These cases and those mentioned in the text
are based on actual mediated cases, but names
and facts have been modified to protect
confidentiality.
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Introduction

These scenarios may be familiar to an attorney who works
with older people or their families. Each is a potential or actual
contested case. If the case is handled through usual court
procedures, it will be resolved through litigation or settlement,
but real underlying issues may not be addressed, and
relationships may be soured. The parties, and especially the older
person involved, are likely to come away feeling as if they are
powerless and the �system� is not interested in them. Both the
older person and his or her family members may feel as if the
problem that brought them to court has not been solved. Anger
and resentment will remain.

In the last 15 years, all states have modified their laws
pertaining to guardianship. Many of these changes have been
designed to increase the respondent�s due process rights, to
assure adequate notice and representation, to limit guardians to
those powers necessary to meet the ward�s needs, and to assure
that respondents have the opportunity to object to the
proceedings and that petitioners are held to a meaningful
standard of proof. Additionally, some state supreme court
decisions, recognizing the significant deprivation of civil rights
that comes from a guardianship, have held that respondents must
have specific constitutionally protected rights in the guardian-
ship process.1

Article 4 of the Michigan Revised Probate Code (MCL
700.401 � 700.499), as modified by the Guardianship Reform
Act (1988 PA 398), incorporates many such protections. It
guarantees many rights to the respondent, including the right to
notice and hearing, the right to counsel, the right to an
independent examination by a physician or mental health
professional, the right to attend the hearing, to present evidence
and to cross examine witnesses, and the right to a jury trial. A
petitioner for guardianship must prove by clear and convincing
evidence, first, that the person is legally incapacitated, by reason
of certain stated reasons, �to the extent that the person lacks
sufficient understanding or capacity to make or communicate
informed decisions concerning his or her person,� and second,
�that the appointment is necessary as a means of providing
continuing care and supervision of the person� �2

Notwithstanding this restrictive requirement, Michigan contin-
ues to rank among the five states with the highest number of
guardianships filed, both in absolute numbers and in proportion
to population.3

Guardianship statutes attempt to assure that respondents�
constitutional and procedural rights are fully protected. Yet, in
actual practice, many guardianship hearings are short, pro forma,
routine procedures. The Center for Social Gerontology (TCSG)
conducted a study of guardianship practice in ten states in 1990
and 1991, during which some 566 guardianship hearings were
observed.4 Twenty-five percent of these hearings took five
minutes or less, and a majority took under fifteen minutes. Only
28 percent of respondents attended the hearing that determined
their need for a guardian. In only slightly over half of the cases in
which the respondent was absent was any discussion of the
respondent�s absence reported.5

These numbers suggest that respondents may not be heard in
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the process. Although 56 percent of the respondents who were
present in court, voiced objections to receiving help; only 5
percent of those petitions were denied. Further, anecdotal reports
of respondents� reaction to the courtroom experience included
descriptions of respondents who were �frightened,� who found
the proceedings �traumatic,� and for whom the experience was
�degrading, lonely and ill-understood.�6 Although most states
specifically favor limitation of powers and �least restrictive
alternatives,� limited guardians were rarely appointed.7

It became apparent to the researchers of this study that the
procedural reforms, vital as they were, were not being uniformly
enforced nor were they meeting the actual needs of persons in the
guardianship system. After the initial research stages, TCSG
began investigating other means of dispute resolution in
guardianship cases�means that would identify the disputes,
empower the older person in the process, and have a real impact
on the problems underlying the perceived need to bring a
guardianship petition.

With the cooperation of the Washtenaw County (Michigan)
Probate Court, Honorable John Kirkendall, and with funding
from the National Institute for Dispute Resolution (NIDR) and
the Ann Arbor Community Foundation, TCSG started providing
mediation services in adult guardianship cases in 1992. In 1995,
through a grant from the Retirement Research Foundation,
TCSG established four adult guardianship mediation pilot
projects in existing mediation centers in Tampa, Chicago,
Albuquerque, and Denver. Currently, through a grant from the
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, TCSG provides
information and training to mediators, courts, attorneys and
agencies that are interested in starting and using such programs.
Statewide or multi-county projects are currently operating in
Ohio, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin. Our initial projects focused
primarily on cases involving older respondents. New projects
now include persons with developmental disabilities and other
younger respondents.

Mediation and Adult Guardianship Cases

Why mediation? What is it? What can it do to help persons
facing guardianship? Mediation, also called facilitative
mediation, as practiced in TCSG�s projects, is a voluntary
process in which the parties to a dispute, with the assistance of a
neutral third-party facilitator, explore their own options and
reach agreement to resolve their dispute. Unlike a judge or
arbitrator, the mediator does not make any judgment or even
recommend a solution.8

 Mediation can be used at any stage in a dispute�before a
court petition is filed, before a hearing, or after a guardian has
been appointed; for example, when someone challenges the need
for a continuation of the guardianship or disputes the guardian�s
action or inaction. In most cases, the mediation process is
confidential, and discussions at mediation are not admissible into
evidence in a later court hearing. Agreements reached in
mediation are usually written down and are binding like any other
written contract. In mediation the parties talk directly with each
other rather than through their attorneys and have the opportunity

to listen to and understand each other�s interests and positions.
Mediation in adult guardianship cases raises some

interesting and unique issues. TCSG�s projects have attempted
to address these issues and to answer questions about the
application of mediation to these cases.

 Incapacity

Can a person who is alleged or determined to be
incapacitated take part in mediation? First, of course, it is
important to remember that in many cases such as the first five
described above, no legal determination of the respondent�s
capacity has yet taken place. Although an allegation may have
been made, and medical reports may even have been filed, not all
allegations of incapacity are valid. Second, even if a person does
have mental or decisional limitations, that person may still
understand enough to have opinions, to discuss issues relevant
to his or her own life or activities, to listen to other parties, to
consider options and to understand agreements. Limitations in
certain areas of functioning or thinking do not preclude other
abilities. �Capacity is not global but involves innumerable
gradations of capacity across many functions.�9

There are, however, some cases in which the respondent
cannot take part in mediation because he or she is not able to
communicate in any reasonable way or cannot understand the
mediation process. If the respondent is an active disputant but
does not understand the mediation process sufficiently to take
part, mediation may not be appropriate. A trained mediator will
interview all parties before the mediation session to assure that
they are all capable of understanding and taking part in the
mediation process. In 72 percent of TCSG�s pilot project cases
mediated, the respondent was present at the mediation session.10

The remaining cases involved disputes between other interested
parties; for example, a dispute over who was going to be
guardian of a clearly incapacitated person who could not express
an opinion on the issue. In those cases, a guardian ad litem or
attorney represented the respondent�s or ward�s interest in the
mediation sessions.

Bargaining Power

Even if the respondent can understand how mediation works,
can the respondent effectively negotiate on his or her own
behalf? This is a serious concern. Even a completely competent
respondent answering a guardianship petition is facing an
allegation of incapacity. These allegations and the appearance of
the need to prove one�s ability (although not legally required
through burden of proof rules) could effect a significant
imbalance of power and negotiating ability. If there is evidence
of abuse, which suggests that agreement may be reached
through threats from or fear of the other party, mediation is
usually not appropriate. However, absent abuse, the power
imbalance in mediation sessions can usually be moderated.

A competent mediator is trained and experienced in ways of
balancing power between parties. Through communication and
procedural techniques, the mediator can help assure that parties
have opportunities both to talk and to listen, and that a less
assertive or less verbal party is heard. An additional important

Continued on page 4
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balancing tool in these cases is to have a representative for the
respondent, usually an attorney, present at the mediation
session. This representative can, if necessary, act as an advocate,
advisor, or negotiator for the respondent.

This solution, however, may lead to another problem: If the
respondent has an attorney, shouldn�t the other attorneys be
there too? TCSG has found that parties, attorneys, and mediators
have answered this question in various ways. In some cases, the
presence of the respondent�s representative and the mediation
process itself is sufficient to remind the other parties that the
respondent is a person who has opinions and interests that merit
consideration. When this occurs, the respondent�s representa-
tive is often able to serve mainly as advisor, rather than
negotiator. In these cases, other attorneys are usually satisfied to
take an advisory role. Further, in cases in which the respondent
has significant communication difficulties or in which the
respondent is not present, other parties may find it helpful to
have the representative take part and may not see the
representative�s presence as threatening.

Often, because personal, not legal issues are at the core of
problems, the parties themselves are the best negotiators. One of
the greatest benefits of mediation, the opportunity for the parties
to take control of their own decision-making process, is lost if
attorneys dominate the mediation session. On the other hand, the
attorney can provide invaluable advice to clients during the
mediation process about realistic alternatives, what is likely to
happen if mediation does not reach an agreement, and the legal
effect of certain decisions; for example, the effect on potential
Medicaid eligibility of proposed financial decisions. A good
mediator will work with parties and attorneys to find the optimal
role for all.

Court Approval

Does an agreement reached through mediation have to be
approved by the court? Certainly an agreement to have a
guardian appointed must be approved by the court. If a solution
other than guardianship is agreed upon, the petitioner may
simply dismiss the petition and the parties are free to agree to
whatever other solution is satisfactory. The agreement may take
the form of a stipulated proposed order for the court to sign. In
the mediated cases that reached agreement in the pilot project, 71
percent of the cases involving a petition for guardianship
resulted in withdrawal of the petition.11

Issues for Mediation

What kinds of issues are best resolved in mediation? Almost
any contested issue that arises in a guardianship case can be
mediated if the parties are able and willing to talk to each other.
However, often the issues that get discussed in the mediation
session are not the same ones that the parties raise in court. For
example, in one case a woman had previously been appointed
guardian of her father. Her brother filed an objection to an an-
nual accounting and a petition to have himself appointed guard-
ian for the purpose of moving his father out of the daughter�s
house. The mediation focused not on the problems with the ac-
counting, which were quickly resolved, but on the father�s need
for some privacy in his room and his desire to know about how
decisions on his behalf were being made. Neither the son nor

the father was really interested in moving; that demand had
seemed to be the only way that they could get the daughter�s
attention. The mediation also revealed long-term family tensions
and resulted in various parties agreeing to go to family counsel-
ing.

In another case, the legal issue was whether a power of
attorney granted to one child was a valid legal document. In
court, the parties would have argued over the competency of the
parent at the time the document was signed. (If it was valid, there
was no need for a guardian.) In mediation, the parties focused not
on the legality of the piece of paper, but on the parent�s current
needs and who could best meet them.

In another case, resentment over gifts given to one adult child
was expressed by his siblings. The parties were able to discuss
their feelings about their moral obligation to support their parent
completely separately from any legal obligations that might exist.
In the end, the children were able to agree on a care plan that did
not involve the court. The agreement included specific
requirements about how they would communicate with each
other in the future.

A substantial number of cases involve fears about subsequent
inheritance rights. These may involve the respondent�s children,
a new companion or spouse, or a caretaker. Mediation may
provide a forum in which underlying concerns can be raised.

Sometimes well-meaning family members or institutions are
so concerned with  the safety of their older relatives or patients
that they want to eliminate all risk-taking activity. Many
mediated guardianship cases focus on the issues of safety versus
autonomy. Adult children, sometimes through guilt over not
being able to do as much as they think they should, want to
protect their parents. Mediation in these cases sometimes offers
the first opportunity for adult children to really listen to their
parents� perspective. The mediation process allows each party to
�tell his or her story,� completely without interruption. In one
mediated case, the adult children were amazed to learn that their
parents recognized and understood the risks in living alone and
chose to take those risks and remain independent rather than
move to a different, and more restrictive, setting.

Choosing Mediation

Should an advocate ever suggest mediation if the advocate is
confident of winning in court? This, of course, is a judgment call,
and if the client wants his or her �day in court,� the advocate and
the client may decide not to go to mediation. However, before
advising against mediation, consider the benefits of trying it.
First, the client has little to lose. Because mediation is voluntary,
agreement by definition means that all parties consent. If the
parties cannot agree on a resolution, the client can still go to court.
Second, mediation is private, and the client�s private life and
problems will not be open to public inspection as they might be in
a court hearing. (Michigan does provide the right to a closed court
hearing, at the request of the respondent or his or her counsel,
however.) Several questions may help an advocate and client
decide whether to choose mediation. Will the client feel better if
it is shown in a court of law that he or she is not incapacitated? Or
does the client simply want to be able to go on living life without
being restricted? Does the client want to maintain or re-establish
a good relationship with his or her children? Or does the client
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want them out of his or her life? Is a court hearing, even a
successful one, going to be traumatic? A client who wants to keep
relationships intact, to avoid a court process, and to communicate
his or her needs and wishes to other family members may find
mediation to be a good route. Cases that are not appropriate for
mediation are those in which a client wants to make policy, for
example by challenging the constitutionality of the guardianship
law, or setting a precedent about the definition of incapacity.
However, most guardianship cases involve individual factual
situations and would likely be appropriate for mediation.

Petitioners� attorneys may also consider mediation. A
petitioner who believes that a guardianship is absolutely
necessary may still find mediation helpful. Mediation helps
parties evaluate options�it does not force alternatives. The
mediation process itself gives autonomy to the parties. The
mediator does not take sides and does not push any particular
agreement. The parties may agree on any legal solution. The
mediator assures that they understand what they are deciding,
and will often suggest that they consult with their own attorneys
about legal ramifications. An interesting result of mediating adult
guardianship cases is that needs and interests of other family
members can also be explored and addressed. Often in court,
their underlying financial interests may be raised in a negative or
adversarial way. In mediation, parties can explore together their
financial and emotional needs. For example, in one case, Ms.
Johnson and her 12-year-old son moved back in with Ms.
Johnson�s mother, Mrs. Thomas, who had a history of mental
illness. Ms. Johnson said she was moving in to take care of Mrs.
Thomas. The other siblings, all older, married and leading busy
lives, felt that their sister, who had drug problems in the past, was
taking advantage of their mother. Mediation was able to focus on
the needs of all parties�issues about who was caring for whom,
whether rent should be paid, what the other siblings could or
should do (if anything) to help out, what the mother really
wanted, how childhood relationships were affecting current
actions and expectations.

Conclusion

This article serves only as the briefest of introductions to
mediation in adult guardianship cases and to the mediation
process12 Mediation can be an excellent means of helping clients
resolve issues that can not be effectively addressed in the court,
maintain autonomy in the decision-making process, improve
communication, and preserve or improve important relation-
ships. Persons interested in further information may contact
TCSG. Mediators from several community dispute resolution
centers in Michigan have taken part in adult guardianship
mediation training. Your local center may also be able to give you
more information.

Susan D. Hartman is directing attorney of the Adult
Guardianship Mediation Project at The Center for Social
Gerontology, 2307 Shelby Ave., Ann Arbor, MI 48103. Phone:
(734) 665-1126. E-mail: shartman@tcsg.org. She is a mediator
and trainer and author of  The Adult Guardianship Mediation
Manual (TCSG, 1996). This article is based on an article first
published in 30 Clearinghouse Rev 597 (October 1996).

Footnotes
1.  See, for example, Hedin v Gonzales, 528 NW2d 567

(Iowa 1995), which also cites cases from other states.
2.  MCL 700.8(2) and 700.444(1).
3. National Center for State Courts, 1995 and 1996 Guard-

ianship Filing Statistics. These figures may be mislead-
ing because many states do not keep complete records
and the types of cases counted in various states may not
be the same.

4. Lauren Barritt Lisi et al., National Study of Guardian-
ship Systems: Findings and Recommendations (1994)
(available from The Center for Social Gerontology).

5. Id. at 44, 49, 51.
6. Id. at 53.
7. Id. at 63.
8. Note that this is not the neutral case evaluation called

mediation and defined in MCR 2.403. The mediator in
facilitative mediation has no authority to evaluate the case
and no sanctions are imposed if an agreement is not
reached.

9. �Report of Working Group on Client Capacity,� 62
Fordham L Rev 1006 (1994).

10. References to pilot project cases in this article are to cases
handled through 1996 in Washtenaw County and the four
Retirement Research-funded pilot sites (Albuquerque,
Chicago, Denver, and Tampa).

11. This includes a few cases in which the proceeding was
adjourned pending carrying out of the agreement. The
parties agreed to drop the petition after the terms of the
agreement were satisfactorily completed.

12.  Many resources exist that discuss mediation in depth. A
good introduction to mediation is Christopher W. Moore�s
book, The Mediation Process, first published by Jossey-
Bass in 1986. A second edition was released in 1996.
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Background

In the November 1983 edition of the Administrative Law
Quarterly, I addressed Michigan�s experience during the first
year of �intervenor funding� under 1982 PA 304 (Act 304).1 A lot
has changed since the enactment of Act 304 and it is my belief
that the purposes sought to be achieved by the Legislature in
creating the Utility Consumer Representation Fund (the Fund) in
1982 can no longer be served in 1998. As a result, I believe it is
time to reassess Michigan�s fifteen-year experiment in intervenor
funding. My belief is not based on the value of intervenor funding
as a concept but rather on the fact that intervenor funding is part
of a statute, the essence of which has been rendered obsolete by
subsequent events.

Act 304 was, as I wrote in 1983, an internally balanced law
that contained benefits for utilities as well as customers. The
utilities received the assurance of recovering prudently incurred
costs for purchasing and generating energy through the
establishment of power supply cost recovery (PSCR) and gas
cost recovery (GCR) proceedings. One of the chief benefits for
residential customers was the creation of the Fund, which
distributes money to representatives of residential ratepayers to
participate in the PSCR and GCR proceedings of Michigan�s
investor-owned utilities.2 The Attorney General receives one-
half of all funds collected and uses the funds to represent
ratepayers in PSCR and GCR cases. The other half of the Fund is
awarded by the Utility Consumer Participation Board (UCPB)
each year to nonprofit entities that represent only residential
ratepayers.

For 15 years, the major utilities have paid an increasing
amount of money into the Fund and that amount has been
distributed in accordance with the above formula. Initially, the
Fund was established at $600,000 (and dipped to just over
$500,000 in 1984), but has grown, through a cost of living
adjustment to approximately $850,000. Contributions to the
Attorney General�s portion of the Fund are received from
companies with more than 100,000 customers in Michigan, the
nonprofit contributions are received from companies with more
than 100,000 residential customers in Michigan. The three
largest utilities in Michigan (Michigan Consolidated Gas
Company, the Detroit Edison Company and Consumers Energy
Company) were initially the only ones that paid into both
portions of the Fund since, under the provisions of Act 304, they
were the only companies with more than 100,000 residential

Intervenor Funding Revisited�

Is It Time to Reassess the Mission?

customers at the time. Since that time, Michigan Gas Utilities has
surpassed 100,000 residential customers and Indiana Michigan
Power Company has reached the magic 100,000 total customer
mark.

As noted in 1983, the initial year�s experience with intervenor
funding had mixed results. The Residential Ratepayer
Consortium (RRC) was formed and began its fifteen-year reign
as the dominant nonprofit recipient of Act 304 funds. In the 1983
article, I noted that the �RRC had a significant impact on the
quality of the record developed in the [first-year Act 304]
proceedings.�4 I also mentioned the Michigan Public Service
Commission�s (MPSC�s) concern about diluting the Fund by
attempting to fund too many parties. As it turned out, there have
never been more than three intervenors funded in any given year
since 1984, when the Board first split the nonprofit portion of the
Fund among three recipients. In most of the 15 years Michigan
has lived with intervenor funding, only two parties have been
funded.

Deregulation Provokes Change

Act 304 became law, in large part, because of the public�s
concern about rising gas costs and the lack of review of long-term
contracts for fuel and purchased power. Act 304 predated the
deregulation of the wholesale gas and electric markets.
Accordingly, many of the provisions of Act 304 are not relevant
to today�s economic realities. Moreover, with the deregulation of
the retail markets in gas and electricity, Act 304 starts to lose all
semblance of relevancy. Since the first of December 1997, all of
the major utilities in Michigan have sought to freeze GCR and
PSCR clauses. The MPSC�s authority to suspend PSCR clauses
(and presumably GCR clauses as well), was upheld in a recent
unpublished opinion of the Michigan Court of Appeals.4

Consumers Energy has been granted authority to suspend both its
PSCR and GCR clauses. Michigan Consolidated Gas Company
was authorized to suspend its GCR clause on April 28, 1998.  The
PSC�s decisions to grant these suspensions were made in the
context of an overall policy involving enhanced retail customer
choice.5 With deregulation of the retail markets, the need for
regulators to review the long-term contracts of utilities
diminishes since the utilities will be competing with other
suppliers of electricity or natural gas that are not subject to this
review.  Utilities may have an increasing need to avoid public
disclosure of the terms of their contracts. While it may be argued

By  Robert  B.  Nelson
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that a specific, annual review of such contracts is still necessary
for those customers that choose to remain with the incumbent
utility, the MPSC has held otherwise (the MPSC has decided to
roll the PSCR factors of Consumers Energy and ultimately of
Detroit Edison, into their �permanent� base rates).6 If review of
long-term contracts diminishes, it follows that the need for
intervenor funding to participate in the review of long-term
contracts diminishes as well.

Transition Difficulties

During the transition to deregulation, Act 304 remains on the
books. Pursuant to Section 6m of Act 304, approximately
$850,000 is required to be paid into the fund this year by utilities
with more than 100,000 customers in Michigan. In early April,
these utilities received assessments for  the 1998-9 funding cycle,
which would include funding for the 1999 PSCR and GCR plan
cases and accompanying reconciliation cases. Since at least two
of the utilities required to pay into the fund will not have such
cases in the next round of PSCR and GCR cases, several
questions have arisen. The current Chairman of the UCPB, Matt
McLogan, anticipated that at least two questions would arise
when the major utilities began
suspending their Act 304
clauses. He directed a request
to the Attorney General asking
for a response to the question of
whether the absence of opera-
tional Act 304 clauses permits
utilities to cease payment to the
fund. He also asked the Attor-
ney General whether the opera-
tion of the Fund or the
jurisdiction of the Board had
been altered by the recent Court
of Appeals opinion or by the
MPSC decisions which granted
the clause suspensions of the
larger utilities referred to previ-
ously.

On April 28, 1998, Deputy
Attorney General Joe Sutton
responded to Mr. McLogan�s
request and concluded that
since �there is no provision in
Act 304 permitting the cessa-
tion of remittances to the Fund,
an energy utility�s payments to the Fund should continue,
regardless of whether a PSCR or GCR clauses is suspended.� In
answer to Mr. McLogan�s second question, Mr. Sutton noted that
neither the Court of Appeals nor the MPSC addressed the issue of
the suspension of GCR and PSCR clauses on the operation of the
Fund or the jurisdiction of the UCPB.7 Accordingly, he
concluded that these actions did not affect the operation of the
Fund. In addition to the questions posed by Mr. McLogan, there
are several others that come to mind. First, if the utilities that
currently pay into the Fund continue to do so, is it consistent with
the legislative intent of Act 304 to allow the majority of the Fund

to be used to underwrite intervention in cases that involve
companies that do not fund such intervention? Secondly, should
the other companies that are required to support the Fund pick up
the rest of the $850,000 tab if the non-participating companies
choose not to do so? Finally, in light of the answers to the above,
is there a future for intervenor funding in Michigan? Each of
these questions will be addressed hereafter.

Should Utilities with Suspended Clauses Continue to Pay?

Mr. McLogan indicated in his letter to Deputy Attorney
General Joe Sutton that the UCPB believes that �suspension of
clauses does not alter utility payment obligations to the Fund.�9

He cited the experience with Detroit Edison during the period
1989-1992, when Edison continued payments into the fund even
though its PSCR clause was suspended. Mr. Sutton relied on this
experience in concluding that continued payments into the Fund
should be made. One significant difference between that
suspension and the current situation is that the Commission, in
1988, required Detroit Edison to continue its payments into the
Fund as a condition of its rate settlement. The MPSC did not
require continuation of payments as part of the 1997-98

suspensions. However, a close
look at Act 304 supports Mr.
McLogan�s and Mr. Sutton�s
position. Section 6m (2) of Act
304 states:

�Except as provided in
subsection (6), each energy
utility which has applied to the
public service commission for
the initiation of an energy cost
proceeding shall remit to the
fund prior to or upon filing its
initial application for such a
proceeding, and on or before
the first anniversary of that
application, an amount of
money . . .  .�

 This language, which was
cited by Mr. Sutton, makes it
clear that once a utility that
meets the minimum customer
count in Act 304 has applied to
initiate an energy cost recovery
proceeding, as each of the
major utilities did in 1982, it is

required to pay its annual assessment to the Fund regardless of
whether its energy cost recovery clause is operational or not.9 As
Mr. Sutton correctly pointed out, the statute does not provide for
the cessation of payments to the Fund.

In the case of Consumers Energy, the MPSC suspended the
company�s GCR clause for three years.11 In the case of its electric
operations, the MPSC has suspended the PSCR clause for the
duration of the period of transition to competition (until 1/1/02).11

However, as indicated above, at the end of the transition period it
is expected that the generation of electricity in Michigan will be

Continued on page 8
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deregulated. It is quite possible that Consumers Energy, at least
with respect to its electric operations, will never again apply for
cost recovery pursuant to Act 304.  Thus, Mr. Sutton�s belief that
�annual reconciliations of energy costs must, by statute, continue
to be conducted� may not be borne out by experience. Indeed,
during the earlier suspensions of clauses for Detroit Edison,
Edison Sault Electric Company and Wisconsin Electric Power
Company, reconciliation proceedings were suspended as well.

As was mentioned at the outset of this article, in return for
supporting intervenor funding, the electric utilities were assured
recovery of legitimately incurred costs of generation and
purchased power. This trade-off was embodied also in the
sanction established by the statute for a utility that did not
contribute its required share of the intervenor fund�it would not
be able to commence its annual fuel and purchased power
recovery case.12 For Consumers Energy, at least on the electric
side of its business, this sanction may be meaningless.  Why
would Consumers Energy continue to pay into a fund if its
penalty for not doing so is the proscription of recovery of costs
through a clause it no longer intends to use? One answer may be
that Consumers� PSCR clause has only been suspended, not
rescinded. Even though the goal of industry restructuring is to
replace regulation with market forces, the MPSC clearly retains
the option of revoking its suspension of the clause at any time,
presumably even after the end of the transition. Any failure to
contribute to the Fund may be considered in conjunction with
cost recovery proceedings that may be resurrected in the future,
assuming that Act 304 remains in effect.

Did MPSC or Court Decisions Affect Operation of the
Fund?

Mr. Sutton correctly concluded that the recent decisions of the
MPSC and the Court of Appeals did not directly affect the
operation of the UCPB. Indeed, neither the Court of Appeals
opinion of January 20 nor the MPSC Orders of December 19,
January 14 and February 11 mention the UCPB. However, if all
of the utilities that together have contributed more than 95% of
the amount collected over the last 15 years decide to cease their
payments, one has to ask whether a viable fund would then exist.
Recognizing Mr. Sutton�s conclusion that these utilities should
continue to contribute to the Fund, they may do so this year. Even
though there may be no further GCR or PSCR proceedings for
these utilities in the near term, the suspension of their clauses is
on appeal to the Court. Both applicants for intervenor funding
have been approved for funding to appeal the MPSC decisions
which suspended the clauses, and the Attorney General has also
sought to appeal these cases. Clearly, this is authorized by the
terms of Act 304.13 Over time, however, the major utilities may
decide to cease payment due to the lack of a meaningful sanction.
Thus, the logical extension of the Court of Appeals and MPSC
decisions is the eventual dissipation of the Fund. The UCPB may
look to other potential �deep pockets� if this happens.

Can Other Utilities Be Required to Pick Up the Tab?

The UCPB may wish to avoid the dissipation of the Fund
since its dissipation will lead to the dissolution of the UCPB
itself.  If Consumers Energy, or any other utility with a suspended

cost recovery clause, fails to pay its assessed amount, in
accordance with the provisions of Act 304, can the UCPB then
reapportion the $850,000 fund among those qualifying utilities
still required to pay into the Fund? The statute seems to suggest
otherwise. Section 6m(2)(a) and (b) of the Act make it clear that
the payment of each qualifying utility to the Fund is based on its
proportion of either its total operating revenues or its gross
revenues to the total operating revenues or gross revenues of
qualifying utilities.14 The payment is not based on the proportion
of the utility�s gross or total operating revenues to the total gross
or total operating revenues of all utilities that still pay into the
Fund. Such a conclusion would lead to absurd results. For
example, if all of the utilities refused to contribute to the Fund,
Michigan Gas Utilities, with some 130,000 customers in
Michigan, would have to pay approximately $600,000 of the
$850,000 collected this year. This amount far exceeds the amount
that MGU spends to develop its own GCR cases . Obviously, this
issue becomes moot if all of Michigan�s major utilities continue
to pay into the Fund, as Mr. Sutton suggests they do. Indeed, as
Mr. Sutton noted, the rates currently paid by the customers of the
major utilities recognize payments to the Fund as a cost of doing
business.

What Should Be Done With Non-Participant Payments?

If the major utilities in Michigan decide to continue their
payments into the Fund, would it be appropriate for the UCPB to
award money for intervention in the GCR and PSCR cases of
other utilities? To a certain extent, this has been done before.
Utilities with less than 100,000 customers in Michigan have
experienced intervention funded by the UCPB previously, even
though they contributed nothing to the Fund.  However, the
amounts awarded were relatively small. With the prospect of all
three major Michigan utilities (Consumers Energy, MichCon
Gas, Detroit Edison) having no clauses in 1999, the potential for
$850,000 being used to fund significant intervention in other
utility cases is evident. However, Section 6m (18)(b) of the
statute seems to preclude an extensive use of such funding in
smaller utility cases. It states:

The board shall attempt to maintain a reasonable rela-
tionship between the payments from a particular energy
utility and the benefits to the consumers of that utility.

The UCPB, which is responsible for awarding one-half, or
approximately $425,000 of the Fund this year, clearly should not
award money for extensive intervention in cases unless there is
nexus between the customers and their contributions to
intervenor funding. The UCPB does not have to award all
$425,000 to intervenors and if the nexus is de minimus, the
amounts collected should be returned to the utilities (and the
ratepayers) it came from, as the statute provides.15

Is There a Future for Intervenor Funding?

Given the fact that the Fund established by Act 304 may be
either drying up or be unspendable, I offer a few modest
proposals relative to the future of intervenor funding in
Michigan. First, the future of electric and gas regulation, to the
extent there is any, is not found in the old PSCR and GCR cases.
The generation of electricity and the purchasing practices of gas
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and electric utilities should not be the
focus of whatever remains of regulation.

If intervenor funding is to be
continued, and I am not necessarily
endorsing the concept, it should be
targeted towards whatever proceedings
are meaningful in the new regulatory
paradigm. The true-up proceedings for
electric utilities proposed by the MPSC in
its recent restructuring efforts are one
possible example. These proceedings are
designed to reconcile the actual stranded
costs of a utility with earlier projections
and will be conducted annually through-
out the period of transition to competition.
In the natural gas industry, both Consum-
ers Energy and MichCon Gas Company
have proposed, as part of their recent
regulatory reform initiatives, a proceeding
to determine their compliance with quality
of service standards. Both the proceeding
established to develop those standards and
the annual compliance proceeding itself
are possible targets for intervenor fund-
ing. However, barring a statutory change,
these proceedings should be closely
examined to see if they fit within the
current confines of the statute. A recent
Attorney General opinion concluded that
the UCPB may award grants to eligible
consumer advocates for purposes of
participating in proceedings that are not
GCR and PSCR cases if they deal with
issues that directly affect �Michigan
utility energy costs and could have been
addressed in a proceeding under sections
6h through 6k [Act 304] . . .�16 This
opinion should not be used to justify
participation in a proceeding that only
tangentially relates to energy costs, such
as the MPSC�s inquiry into the need for
electric generating capacity during the
summer of 1998.

Secondly, the UCPB should not feel
compelled to award money for interven-
tions solely because it�s there. There may
be companies that wish to continue, for a
period of time, their GCR and PSCR
proceedings. They should not be penal-
ized for doing so by being subjected to
intervention that is funded with no
reasonable relationship to the amount
their customers contribute to the fund.
Indiana Michigan Power Company (I&M)
paid a little over $8,000 into the fund this
year. Because the major utilities were not
facing PSCR and GCR proceedings, one

nonprofit organization requested more
than $200,000 for intervention in I&M�s
PSCR cases. Clearly, if this amount had
been approved, the UCPB would have
violated the requirement of the statute for
a reasonable relationship between pay-
ments of a utility and benefits to its
customers. Ultimately, Act 304 should be
repealed as part of an effort to restructure

Michigan�s utility regulation. Prior to the
repeal and/or amendment of Act 304, the
Board should resist the temptation to fund
intervention disproportionate to the con-
tribution of the utility whose proceedings
are affected.

Finally, if Michigan is to revisit Act
304, as it must do when it considers a new
regulatory framework for energy utilities,
it should examine what other states have
done with respect to intervenor funding.
Both Maine and Wisconsin, for example,
have enacted statutes or rules that provide
for intervenor funding after a case is
completed.17 In that way, intervenors are
not inclined to �pad� their proposals in
order to use up an arbitrary amount of

funding established by statute. Instead, the
merits of the intervention should be
reviewed before public monies are
awarded. A lot has changed since 1982 but
one thing remains constant: the litigious
nature of Michigan regulatory proceed-
ings. Statutory reform should not be a
vehicle to encourage unnecessary litiga-
tion.

Robert B. Nelson is president of the
Michigan Electric and Gas Association and
chair-elect of the Administrative Law Sec-
tion.
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Preface

The focus of the following analysis is on the major defects in
the so-called collective bargaining system installed for classified
State employees in 1980 by the Michigan Civil Service
Commission (CSC). This analysis involves, variously,
administrative rule-making, labor law, contract law, and
constitutional law. The author spent some 28 months in the
Office of State Employer, 1986-1988. From 1988-93 the author
attempted to obtain a court decision on the issues involved in this
analysis on four occasions. The court ignored the issues in each
instance. In three other instances the fundamental question of
jurisdiction was ignored. Unfortunately, the court is the only
branch of government that can control CSC.1  In June of 1997 a
member of the Michigan Civil Service Commission, in about a
45-minute telephone conversation occasioned by a letter from the
author, essentially confirmed the accuracy of the following
analysis.

This paper explores two questions: First, has CSC given the
parties, i.e., the various state departments and classified state
employees, the independent legal competence and authority
necessary to engage in collective bargaining over the subject
matter of these so-called contracts? Second, can CSC authorize
the parties to engage in collective bargaining in the subject
matter? The answers are that, despite CSC�s claims, CSC has not
authorized the parties to engage in collective bargaining and that
the CSC cannot authorize the parties to engage in collective
bargaining. In fact and law, what CSC has created is �make-
believe� collective bargaining that about 3/4 of the state�s
classified employees are paying for with their own real money.

Background

In 1980 CSC adopted a multi-page rule, called the Employee
Relations Policy Rule (ERP), that purportedly created collective
bargaining for classified state employees. The subject matter of
this so-called collective bargaining is the hours, wages, and other
conditions of employment of these employees.

Collective bargaining is the negotiation, administration, and
policing of contracts between employers and employees. In the
normal collective bargaining process, representatives of
management and labor sit down and negotiate the terms of a
proposed contract covering, primarily, the hours, wages, and
working conditions of the employees. They also negotiate the
machinery to resolve disputes over interpretation of the
contracts, i.e., the grievance procedure. When the negotiators

reach agreement, they take the proposed agreement back to their
respective principals for approval or ratification.  The right of
most workers in Michigan to engage in collective bargaining
over their hours, wages, and conditions of employment arises
from either the National Labor Relations Act, and related
statutes, or the Michigan Public Employees Relations Act
(PERA). Michigan classified state employees have no collective
bargaining rights under these two statutes. State police troopers
and sergeants do have collective bargaining rights but they are
granted to them, specifically, by amendment to the Michigan
constitution. The subject matter of the hours, wages, and
conditions of employment of Michigan classified state
employees is, by constitutional provision, under the control of the
CSC. The CSC provision was added to the 1908 Constitution by
a 1939 vote of the people. It was substantially unchanged in the
1963 Constitution. CSC�s authority in this subject matter, in fact,
is �plenary�, i.e., total, complete, and absolute.2

Const 1963, Art 11, § 5 sets forth the authority on which CSC
relied to adopt the ERP.

With Art 11, § 5 as its source of authority, the CSC claims that,
by administrative rule, it has adopted �collective bargaining�.
But did it? Even more fundamentally, can it?

The People Said No to Collective Bargaining

In drafting the 1963 Constitution the people could have
chosen any of several systems for determining the appropriate
hours, wages, and conditions of employment for classified State
employees. These options included: Assigning the decisions to
the legislature; assigning the duty to the governor; authorizing
collective bargaining; or assigning the duty to an independent
State agency. The people chose the latter and delegated the task
to the CSC. The hours, wages, and conditions of employment of
classified State employees � that is, the subject matter over which
the CSC has plenary authority � must be regulated by the CSC
pursuant to the constitution.

The legislature, under Const 1963, Art. 11, § 5, is mandated to
make annual appropriations (upwards of $20,000,000) to CSC to
defray CSC�s costs of discharging its constitutional functions.
But CSC�s functions and activities regarding classified
employees are effectively isolated and insulated from any
legislative control or oversight. Const 1963, Art. 4, § 48,
specifically prohibits legislative action to resolve disputes in the
classified service.3

State Employee Collective Bargaining?

Not Really

By Robert L. Fitzke
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The Attorney General Said No to Collective Bargaining

OAG, 1979-1980, No 5663, p 615 (February 14, 1980),
written in response to specific CSC questions, advised CSC that:
CSC cannot delegate to others the exercise of its authority over
the subject matter it regulates, cannot let employees and
departments contract over the subject matter, and cannot delegate
the administration of its decisions to other than the state
personnel director, i.e., the director of the Department of Civil
Service that acts as CSC�s administrative arm.

Basic texts and cases in agency law and administrative law
will quickly confirm the Attorney General�s opinion that the
assignment of discretionary regulatory authority cannot be
reassigned to others without specific authority to do so. Simple
logic tells us the same. If the people assign the duty in the
constitution, the assignee�absent clear constitutional permis-
sion�cannot slough off its authority to others. Chaos would
result. And, underneath the ERP�s camouflage of labor law
language, constitutional chaos is exactly what does exist.

CSC Said No to Collective Bargaining

In February 1976, four years before the Attorney General�s
1980 opinion, the CSC had, itself, already publicly announced
that it lacked authority, under the above constitutional language,
to grant true collective bargaining over the subject matter.4 A
member of that Commission was Otis Smith, later a Justice of the
Michigan Supreme Court.

So-called Collective Bargaining was Created Anyway

Yet despite its 1976 statement and a clear February1980 legal

opinion that it could not do it, in April 1980 the CSC adopted the
ERP Rule and announced that this rule created �collective
bargaining� between departments and employees over the
subject matter.5 Classified employees were assigned, by CSC, to
�bargaining units� each of which was authorized to elect an
�exclusive representative�. �Exclusive representatives� are
authorized to negotiate with the state for �collective bargaining
contracts� on the subject matter. These �collective bargaining
contracts� then are presented to CSC for approval or
modification. After CSC acts, unilaterally, the resulting
document is labeled a �collective bargaining contract�.

Under the ERP, CSC also created the �Governor/Office of
State Employer� (�OSE�) to act as the management quarterback
in the �collective bargaining� over the subject matter. Authority
exercised by the Governor/OSE in the subject matter is delegated
to the Governor/OSE by CSC under ERP 6-4, et al. This
delegated authority is both discretionary and administrative.
Despite the disingenuous labor-law language in the ERP that
seeks to suggest that OSE authority arose from some other
source, it is self-evidently CSC�s authority that OSE exercises
because in this subject matter CSC has all the authority there is
and the only authority there is. By Executive Order 1979-5, OSE
was housed in the Department of Management and Budget. OSE
has been continuously funded by legislative appropriations to
Management and Budget since OSE�s creation. Although the
legislature has never authorized the OSE to do anything, the
legislature makes its annual constitutionally mandated appro-
priation to CSC and it has also made annual appropriations to pay
OSE�s bills every year since 1980. More on this below.

In analyzing the so-called collective bargaining system that
came about through the �collaboration� between CSC�s rule-
making authority and the Governor�s Executive Orders, it is
essential to focus on what is actually going on, i.e., what the
reality is, rather than on the misleading labor law language in the
ERP Rule and the Executive Order. For example, throughout the
ERP there are referrals, in one form or another, to �collective
bargaining contracts.� This is language legerdemain. The
contract-forming process that hides under the ERP labor law
language is like no contract forming process known to the law. And
the result of this process, the so-called �collective bargaining
contract�, resembles no valid contract known to the law.

The So-called Contracts Have None of the Elements of a
Contract

The end product of collective bargaining is the collective
bargaining contract. When the so-called contracts conjured up,
under the ERP, are measured against the required elements of a
contract and contract formation, as set forth in Contracts 101, the
illusory nature of these ERP �contracts� becomes immediately
evident. ERP �contracts� don�t have a single element of a valid
contract.  The process used to conjure up these �contracts� has all
the earmarks of rule-making.

A. The So-Called Parties Have No Authority to Contract

 Obviously, the �parties� did not have the authority to con-
tract on the subject matter before the ERP was adopted. If they

Continued on page 12
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had had such authority, the ERP would not have been needed.
CSC claims such authority was given to the �parties� under the
ERP. But, under the plain language of the ERP, the parties still
don�t have the authority to enter contracts. Under ERP 6-4.2 the
�parties� are authorized to negotiate and �recommend� an �agree-
ment� to CSC. The �agreement� is then submitted, by both �par-
ties�, to CSC for unilateral approval. When is the last time any-
one saw a contract forming process in which both parties to a
contract submit their contract to the same outsider, for amend-
ment/ratification? The answer is, never. (Yes, arbitrators are del-
egated authority to interpret contracts, but it is delegated by the
competent parties to these contracts, not by some nonparty.) It is
elementary that a contract is the product of the parties, and only
the parties can obligate themselves. A valid contract cannot be
unilaterally imposed on parties by anyone. But, under the ERP,
the �parties� don�t put themselves into the �contract�. A docu-
ment is submitted to CSC for unilateral �ratification or amend-
ment� under ERP 6-9.5. CSC then makes all the final decisions
on the content of that document, i.e., the �subject matter�, of the
document. It does so unilaterally. The �parties� have no further
say in the content of the document � their �contract� � after it is
submitted to CSC. CSC, the final, unilateral, decision-maker, lit-
erally imposes a �contract� on the �parties�, including unilateral
modifications the �parties� must accept. Total control over the
subject matter is delegated to the CSC under Const 1963, Art.
11, § 5. Total control over the subject matter is exercised by CSC
under the ERP. What has the ERP changed? Nothing. Everyone
and anyone can, and does, make recommendations to CSC, but
CSC still takes final, unilateral, action. The labor law language
of the ERP gives only the illusion of collective bargaining. The
reality is CSC had total, unilateral control over the subject matter
before the ERP. And CSC still has, and exercises, total, unilat-
eral, control of the subject matter under the clear and unequivo-
cal language of the ERP. The role of the �parties� is limited by
the ERP to making only recommendations, on the subject matter.

CSC can�t have it both ways � on one hand, exercising
ultimate constitutional control over a subject and, on the other
hand, permitting �parties� to negotiate �contracts� covering the
same subject. In truth, the participation by the �parties� is as
illusory in this so-called collective bargaining sham as are the
�contracts� that are the end product. The �parties� have
absolutely no control over the final contents of �their contract�.
The function of the �parties� is simply to make recommendations
on the subject matter. The final contents of these
recommendations remain under CSC�s total and complete
control. The reality is that under its ERP labor-law-language CSC
has converted its rule-making authority into contract-imposing
authority. The CSC is unilaterally adopting rules and arbitrarily
labeling them �contracts�. That�s not an exercise of
constitutional authority, it�s a charade.

 B. The Parties Are Not Legally Competent

Valid contracts can only be created by parties with the legal
competence to contract on the subject matter of their contract.
Before the ERP was adopted, the parties did not have the legal
competence to enter into contracts on the subject matter. It is
obvious that if CSC did give the �parties� authority to contract on

the subject matter, CSC would be delegating its constitutional
authority over the subject matter to the parties, 1980 OAG 5663.
But a close reading reveals that the wording of the ERP carefully
avoids delegating competence to the �parties� to actually execute
contracts involving the subject matter. (If you think the �parties�
really have competence, try and figure out who you would sue for
breach, e.g., failure to pay the promised wages? The
departments?) Just as clearly, if CSC has not delegated such
authority and control, the �parties� are not �negotiating a
contract�. The ERP only permits the �parties� to recommend
because CSC, under § 6-9.5, can, and does, unilaterally modify
the �agreement�. Classified employees have been making
recommendations on the subject matter since 1939. Private
citizens have also been making recommendations on the subject
matter since 1939. Recommendations don�t need an ERP for
permission. And �authority� to make recommendations on the
subject matter is light years short of collective bargaining.  The
reality is, the �parties� are engaged in a charade which, pursuant
to ERP 6-9.5, ends in CSC unilaterally exercising its authority
over a document submitted by both labor and management to
CSC for approval. After modifying the document, unilaterally,
CSC waves its magic document-transforming-wand over CSC�s
final version of the document and announces to the world its
�approval� of a new �collective bargaining contract� � a
contract the �parties� are not competent to make.

C. No Consideration

The �parties� to these �contracts� are incapable of supplying
consideration, whether it be by promise or performance. CSC�s
constitutional duty in the subject matter is exclusive. The
�parties� have absolutely no authority to make independent
promises on the subject matter of the hours, wages, and
conditions of employment of classified State employees.
Although employees, theoretically, could probably make some
work-relevant promises, the departments, obviously, cannot
promise anything in connection with these employees� hours,
wages, and conditions of employment. Only CSC can act on this
subject matter. The reality is that the Constitution has already
assigned that duty exclusively to CSC. The �parties� are already
obligated to abide by CSC�s decisions on the subject matter and
such prior legal duty cannot serve as consideration for a contract.
Details, details.

D.  No Meeting of the Minds

Under the ERP the parties complete their �negotiations� and
arrive at �agreement�. If the �contracts� under the ERP were
valid the �contract� would come into being at this point, subject
to approval of the principal for whom the �parties� act as agents.
The writing is only the written memoranda of the contract. But
under ERP rule 6-9.5, the meeting-of-the-mind recommenda-
tions of the �parties� can be unilaterally altered, amended, or
modified in any way CSC chooses. The �parties� are then stuck
with what CSC says is �their contract�, regardless of how the
�parties� feel about the final version!

The reality is that it�s a meeting of the minds as long as
everyone�s mind agrees with CSC�s mind.
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CSC Refuses to Be Bound

The final form of the ERP �contract� allegedly binds the
signatories, i.e., the employees, and the departments involved.
CSC exercises total control over the subject matter of the
�agreement� and the actions of the �parties.� In responses to
interrogatories, CSC claims it is not bound by the �contract� of
the �parties.� Yet CSC claims it can unilaterally bind departments
and employees to �contracts� the �parties� can�t negotiate, alter,
modify, or amend. ERP rule 6-9.5.

It is elementary that a contract is the product of the parties and
cannot be unilaterally imposed on parties by anyone; much less,
someone who is not a party to the contract. There is no
mechanism known to the
law that allows someone �
including CSC � to unilat-
erally impose a contract on
others.

CSC is legally bound by
the contents of the so-called
�contracts� in the same way
that any department is bound
by the legislative rules it
adopts. The reality is CSC
has found a way to avoid the
legal duties, obligations, and
responsibilities of its rule-
making: It calls the rule a
contract between two other
parties.

CSC Has Authority to
Impose Rules, But Not

Contracts

Const 1963, Art. 11, sec
5 is specific; it gives CSC
authority to impose Rules on
both classified employees
and the State, that both are
bound by. It does not
authorize CSC to impose  �con-
tracts� on anyone. A state agency has only the authority expressly
delegated by statute or constitution, or logically derivable from
the express authority.6 The Constitution delegates express
authority to CSC to impose rules. There is no mention of authority
to impose contracts. The reality is that a delegation of authority of
this contract-imposing, mind-bending, magnitude would have
been worth mentioning, wouldn�t it? And it would be absurd to
contend contract-imposing authority can be logically derived
from rule-making authority.

Obviously, some additional misrepresentations were needed
to shore up the collective bargaining illusion. When these
�contracts� are unmasked and their true identity as CSC rules is
disclosed, these other illegalities become immediately apparent.
Unlike the ERP�s so-called �negotiation-to-contract� process
that is actually a process to make recommendations, the
additional misrepresentations unlawfully transfer additional

chunks of CSC�s constitutional authority to others to exercise.
One wonders why the unions, whose business is negotiating
contracts and helping protect their members� interests, are unable
to distinguish between valid contracts and CSC�s make-believe,
version. Annual dues income around eight figures might be a
factor.

The Process is not Collective Bargaining, But Collective
Agency

As noted above, CSC�s power in the subject matter is plenary.
No one else has any authority to exercise over the subject matter
except CSC. If anybody, other than CSC, performs any official

function in the subject
matter it can only do so
by leave of CSC, i.e., as
a CSC agent. CSC is
obviously the principal
for all the participants in
the ERP because none of
them have any authority
to act independently in
the subject matter. In
effect they are adminis-
tering the exercise of
CSC�s power. And the
Constitution requires that
if CSC requires admin-
istrative assistance in
exercising its authority
that assistance must be
provided by the State
personnel director, Art
11, § 5; 1980 OAG
5663.

The entire ERP sys-
tem of �collective bar-
gaining� is based on
enlisting employee fi-
nancial support of labor

unions (in real money) to foster the appearance of collective
bargaining (in a �make-believe� system). But the participants in
this charade are only acting under delegations of authority by
CSC to engage in these activities. The only principal is CSC;
none of the other participants have any independent authority.
It�s a basic principle of agency law that if one is not acting
independently in a situation, one is acting as another�s agent.
These are the only two options.

 In devising and implementing its elaborate ERP charade,
CSC and the Executive Orders have simply conned the
departments and classified State employees into acting as agents
of CSC.7 CSC has camouflaged the charade by elaborate labor
law language, �full of sound and fury, signifying nothing.�8 The
ERP participants: Act only within CSC�s sphere of authority;
have no independent authority except as misrepresented or
unlawfully delegated in various parts of the ERP; and they are
specifically and actively assisting CSC to administer its

�A valid contract cannot be unilaterally imposed on
parties by anyone.�

Continued on page 14
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constitutional functions in the subject matter. The latter is
administrative in nature and is supposed to be assigned to the
Department of Civil Service (�DCS�) under Art. 11, § 5. Under
the ERP, CSC has maintained its total control over the subject
matter of employees� hours, wages, and conditions of
employment. The illegality is that CSC says it has created a
�collective bargaining� system. CSC has simply relabeled the
rules it adopted with the new label of �contract�. But that
relabeling operation also required CSC to relabel some other of
its activities. In that relabeling process CSC unlawfully delegated
several pieces of its constitutional power and control over this
subject matter in order to preserve the illusion of �collective
bargaining�.

UNLAWFUL  DELEGATION

Under Const 1963, Art. 11, § 5 the people expressly assigned
to CSC the total, exclusive authority over the subject matter, and
the attendant duties. The same section assigned the
administration of this authority and duties to the Department of
Civil Service. CSC cannot delegate its discretionary authority
and may only delegate this authority to the DCS and to no others.9

CSC has ignored these restrictions and has improperly delegated
both its basic discretionary duties, and administration of these
duties, to others. CSC made these improper delegations to
preserve the illusion that the �system� it installed under the ERP
is collective bargaining. The reality is it would more aptly be
called. �Collective raid on employees� constitutional rights and
pocketbooks�.

A. Improper Delegation To Unions

Improper delegations to labor unions include giving unions
the authority to usurp employees� grievances. Grievances, by
definition, are employees� complaints over their hours, wages, or
conditions of employment. This subject matter is, clearly, a part
of the property rights a classified employee has in his/her job.
Employees in the �bargaining units� are obliged to use the
grievance procedures outlined in �their contracts�. Unions, under
the �contracts� created under the ERP, have been granted the
authority to dictate to employees how their grievances (over the
employee�s property rights) will be handled. Grievances are
frequently horse-traded by the unions for their own purposes
under these dictates to the detriment of individual employees.

Instead of a CSC hearing officer being assigned to grievances,
grievances processed for members of the so-called bargaining
units end up being heard by arbitrators (see below) whose
decisions are never reviewed by CSC.10 The reality is that
employees� constitutional property rights (grievances over hours,
wages, and conditions of employment) have been arbitrarily and
unlawfully, converted by CSC to �contract rights� and handed
over to the illusory �exclusive representatives�.

The so-called contracts also contain clauses (�agency shop�)
that provide that employees in bargaining units must pay dues to
their �exclusive representative� (union) in order to keep their
jobs. The US Supreme Court held, in Abood v Detroit Board of
Education, 431 US 209, 97 S Ct 1782, (1977) that agency shop is
only justified in order to compensate the exclusive representative
for negotiating the contract and administering it and the

grievance procedure. The reality is that these reasons are
irrelevant to classified State employees. First, because there are
no valid collective bargaining contracts negotiated. Second,
because the �contract� grievance procedure actually substitutes a
phoney contract for the employees� constitutional rights. A lousy
exchange if you�re a classified State employee.

Abood also held that unions are inherently partisan. Art. 11, §
5 prohibits hiring or firing for �partisan� reasons. But apparently
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CSC has overruled Abood. According to the ERP, unions aren�t
partisan organizations. The reality is that CSC regularly approves
�contracts� that require employees to financially support partisan
unions to keep their jobs. Never mind that the union only makes
�recommendations� on the employees� hours wages, and
conditions of employment.

And never mind that CSC has now required, by unilaterally
imposed �contracts�, that employees must pay money to legally
powerless unions in order to keep their jobs. And never mind that
Art 11, sec 5 explicitly forbids terminating a classified
employee�s employment for �partisan� reasons. The reality is
that these �never minds� were all approved in order to give
credibility to the illusion.

B. Improper Delegation To Arbitrators
The so-called contracts contain grievance process clauses in

which the last step is binding arbitration. These arbitrators are
jointly hired and paid by the �parties� to the so-called contracts,
the unions and the State departments. Arbitrators are private
individuals. In effect, CSC, by Rule masquerading as �contract�,
has turned over to private persons CSC�s constitutional duty to
determine and interpret CSC Rules on hours, wages, and
conditions of employment for classified employees. It
accomplished this by the simple sleight of hand of labelling its
rules as �contracts�.

 Many State employees have lost their �merit system� jobs, or
been penalized in other income or benefits, because a private
arbitrator ruled the employee had violated some �contract�
provision. And these decisions are not reviewed by CSC. The
reality is that CSC has simply and arbitrarily handed the unions
the employees� constitutional rights in the ERP�s �collective
bargaining� process.

An additional piece of the illusion is that classified employees
not in the so-called bargaining units can use the grievance
process that ends up with the CSC itself making the final decision
on grievances. Over the same subject matter. Thus, by
improperly delegating authority to arbitrators to independently
make binding judgments on the constitutional rights of classified
state employees, these classified employees are deprived of
another right, their constitutional right to appeal an agency�s final
decision.12 CSC accomplished this by arbitrarily transferring its
decision-making duty to private and unreviewed arbitrators. You
can�t appeal what you don�t get. Obviously some employees are
more �classified� than others, or maybe they�re just more
meritorious.

C. Improper Delegation To Office of State Employer
CSC delegated authority to the �Governor/OSE� to enable the

�Governor/OSE� to act as management�s quarterback in the
contract negotiation process. This delegation was simply an
unlawful transfer of CSC�s constitutional duties to a department
of state government other than the Department of Civil Service.
Executive Order 1979-5, by installing the �Governor/OSE� in
the Department of Management and Budget, transferred CSC�s
constitutional duties to OSE and the Department of Management
and Budget.

  The governor, under Executive Order 1979-5, appears to
have created the OSE to act as negotiator for the State. However,
the governor has no authority in the subject matter; has no
authority to transfer the constitutional duties of CSC and the
Department of Civl Service to another agency; and has no
authority to authorize OSE to act in the subject matter. Nor does
anyone else have this power except CSC and the people. The
reality is that CSC, under the ERP, actually vested the OSE with
whatever authority it exercises. This is so simply because CSC
has all the authority there is in the subject matter. It is the only
agency that could delegate such authority to OSE.

This improper delegation of authority is directly contrary to
the intent of the framers of the Const 1963 who specifically
stated, in writing Art 11, § 5, that they wanted to keep the
governor out of the pay-setting process, Minutes of Convention.
This delegation by CSC of its authority to another department of
State government allows appropriations double-dipping by CSC.
It gets rid of some constitutional responsibility; it keeps all its
appropriation.

CSC Has Ignored Its Duty to Fund OSE

Art. 11, § 3 mandates that expenses incurred by the exercise of
CSC�s powers and duties must be paid from CSC�s one percent,
constitutionally-mandated, appropriation. Because OSE and the
entire ERP system are exercising power delegated by CSC, the
expenses should be paid by CSC. CSC, in fact, has totally severed
itself from the delegation of its authority to the Governor/OSE;
claims it is �neutral� with respect to its constitutional duty in the
subject matter; and claims not to be bound in any way by what is
done by OSE or any other of CSC�s other agents. CSC has thus
devised a system to double-dip the treasury. The reality is that
CSC has spun off its constitutional powers and duties to others
while continuing to receive constitutionally mandated appropria-
tions for services it no longer provides. First, CSC created the
Office of State Employer. The governor, by Executive Order,
then put OSE in the Department of Management and Budget,
where OSE is funded by DMB appropriations. The order of
occurrence is not critical; tracing the lines of authority is. The
legislature has never authorized the activities of OSE. It couldn�t
if it wanted to. The constitution specifically gives CSC exclusive
authority in the subject matter. Despite the fact that OSE is not a
legislative creation it is annually funded by appropriations to
DMB.

The existence of OSE creates other anomalies. OSE is housed
in the Department of Management and Budget and funded under
DMB appropriations. As a part of a state agency other than the
Department of Civil Service, OSE is expressly subject to the
terms of the Administrative Procedures Act.12 OSE must
promulgate certain rules under the terms of MCL 24.233. But the
OSE has no rule-making authority. It exercises only the authority
that CSC has delegated to it, that is, CSC authority. The only rule-
making authority in the subject matter belongs, by constitutional
language, to CSC. Rule-making authority cannot be delegated.
Additionally, the CSC is specifically exempted from the
Administrative Procedures Act by the language of the APA
itself.13 Anomalously, by improper delegating its authority to the

Continued on page 16
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Office of State Employer, the CSC has become subject to the
Administrative Procedures Act.

First Amendment Rights Violated

Under the ERP, CSC has dictated all the critical terms of the
relationship between employees and the unions (masquerading
as �exclusive representatives�) they financially support. This
relationship is protected by First Amendment freedom of
association under the US Constitution. The CSC has no authority
to regulate any aspect of the relationship between employees and
their �partisan� unions. Abood, supra. But CSC has dictated, via
multiple provisions in the ERP, all the terms and conditions under
which classified employees can exercise these constitutional
rights. In dictating who can vote for an exclusive representative,
when the vote is held, and other aspects of the relationship, CSC
has invaded the associational rights of both the unions and their
members.

 Classified employees have had the freedom, and right, to join
labor unions since they came into existence under Art 11, § 5.
Many did. (From 1954 to 1959 the author worked for the largest
union of state employees in Michigan. And all we could do was
make recommendations back then, too.) The reality is that
nothing in Art. 11, § 5 authorizes CSC to micro-manage the
relationship between employees and their unions. By assuming it
has this authority, CSC has actually simply created an agency
relationship between itself and the unions and employees it so
closely regulates under the ERP. The agency relationship exists
because no one acting under the ERP has any independent
authority. All the authority used by anyone under the ERP is
authority improperly delegated by CSC.

CSC has Improperly Authorized Unions to Take Employ-
ees Private Funds for Public Purpose

Under the ERP�s �collective bargaining� employees have
been conned into financially supporting labor unions to engage in
ersatz collective bargaining. The net purpose of that activity has
been to give CSC the factual input for making its final decisions
on employees� hours, wages, and conditions of employment.
Such input is basically staff and administrative work that used to
be done by a research section of the DCS. Now classified
employees and their �exclusive representatives� perform this
function. CSC used to pay for that research. Now the classified
employees pay for it.

Equal Protection of the Laws Denied

Const 1963, Art. 11, Section 5 creates a �class�, i.e.,
�classified state employees�. CSC has refashioned the
constitutional class into two unlike classes, management and
labor. Some 3/4ths of classified employees are arbitrarily
assigned to the �labor� classification. But Art. 11, sec 5 limits
CSC�s authority to classify. Employees are supposed to be
classified only according to their �duties and responsibilities�,
Art. 11, Section 5.  In effect, CSC has decreed that the �duties and
responsibilities� of employees assigned to bargaining units
include: Participation in the �bargaining unit� to which they are
assigned by CSC; choosing an �exclusive representative�; and
paying dues to labor unions in order to support CSC �research�
into the subject matter. The agency relationship could hardly be

plainer.

Conclusion

The foregoing is an attempt only to highlight some of the
basic flaws in CSC�s �collective bargaining.� There undoubtedly
are additional illegalities in the system. �Oh what a tangled web
we weave, when first we practice to deceive.� The reality is that
CSC is practically immune from legislative control (so much for
checks and balances) and is subject only to control by
constitutional amendment or the judicial branch. CSC is a victim
of the old maxim, �Power corrupts; absolute power corrupts
absolutely.�

 Robert L. Fitzke is a former CEO of Delta Dental and former
general counsel to the Michigan Senate. From 1954 to 1959 the
author worked for the largest union of state employees in Michi-
gan. The author spent 1986 to 1988 in the Office of State Em-
ployer.

Endnotes

1. State police troopers and sergeants obtained collective
bargaining, by spearheading a 1979 amendment to Const
1963, Art 11, § 5. Anomaly: Had state classified em-
ployees, including the state police, had the right to en-
gage in collective bargaining before the amendment, it
would not have been necessary. Thus, if classified em-
ployees, including state police, did not have the right to
engage in collective bargaining before the amendment,
isn�t an amendment still needed for the rest of the State
classified employees?

2.  Viculin v Dep�t. of Civil Service, 386 Mich 375, 393
(1971).

3.  This is the source of an interesting jurisdiction question
the author hopes to explore soon in these pages.

4.  �Civil Service Commission Statement Pertaining to Col-
lective Bargaining�, Feb. 20, 1976.

5.  Except for the state police amendment, Const 1963, Art
11, § 5. That amendment was the same in 1980 as it was
in 1976 when the CSC said it was constitutionally pro-
hibited from creating collective bargaining rights.

6.  Coffman v Board of Examiners in Optometry, 331 Mich
582, 590; 50 NW2d 322 (1971).

7.  Perhaps conned is too blunt; how about conspired? Or,
perhaps, one of the corollaries to Murphy�s Law explains
the unions� gullibility; �When all other explanations fail,
look for a financial interest.� How about dues in the neigh-
borhood of eight figures annually.

8.  Shakespeare, Macbeth, Act V, Scene V.
9.  OAG, 1979-1980, No 5663, p 615 (February 14, 1980).
10.  Answers to Interrogatories.
11. Const 1963, Art. 6, § 28.
12.  MCL 24.201.
13.  MCL 24.203.
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